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REMINDER:
 After planting, both the Enogen rows and the border rows will be verified. Audits may also be conducted after 

harvest. That’s why it’s important to ensure consistency with the Enogen stewardship contract.
 Enogen growers are still required to follow all trait stewardship requirements outlined in the  

Corn Stewardship Guide found at syngenta.ca/seedstewardship.

STAGE 1: STEWARDSHIP CONTRACT
Outline all growing and use requirements

STAGE 2: TIME FOR PLANTING
1. Ensure 30 ft. border rows are adjacent to other  

annual crops (regardless of ownership) unless  
separated by a physical border of 30 ft. or greater  
(i.e. tree lines, roads, etc.)

2. Hybrid chosen for border row should have  
similar maturity and herbicide resistance as the  
Enogen hybrid

3. If any changes in planting from contract, contact  
your Syngenta representative

  Field location changes    Fewer acres planted

4. Equipment must be cleaned after planting

5. Properly dispose of unused Enogen seed
  Bury    Burn    Return for credit (including partial bags)

6. Submit plant report on growmore360.com

For additional details on these stages please refer to the Enogen Stewardship Guide or contact your Syngenta 
representative with questions.

4 KEY STAGES 
TO BE COMPLIANT

GROWER – ENOGEN STEWARDSHIP

Enogen® corn is not commodity corn. It is a high-value specialty 
grain that must be managed as an identity-preserved crop to 
ensure it reaches its intended destination. 

COMMUNICATION IS KEY
Talk to neighbouring farmers to share:
 Cropping intentions    Expected seed maturity    Designated fields    Planting date

The sooner the conversation begins, the better, because open communication underlies the entire stewardship process.

STAGE 4: TRANSPORTATION 
AND STORAGE
Enogen corn grain should be clearly 
identified during transport and storage. 
This includes labeling:

 All trucks       Trailers
  Grain bins      Auger switches

STAGE 3: HARVESTING
1. Harvest the border rows and 

mix in with your Enogen grain or 
silage. Border rows are NOT to be 
considered commodity corn

2. Equipment must be cleaned after 
harvest

3. Submit harvest report on 
growmore360.com

http://www.syngenta.ca/seedstewardship
http://growmore360.com
http://growmore360.com

